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DR. CAROLYN A. PINKARD
Hewitt: I’m speaking today with Dr. Carolyn Pinkard, who was a charter faculty
member at the University of South Florida in 1960. Could you tell me how you
first became acquainted with USF and what attracted you to a job at the
University of South Florida?
Carolyn: I was working in the counseling center at the University of Florida and this was
an arrangement where I had just had the job for a year so I was looking for
another university position. I think, as far as I can remember, that someone
from USF contacted me, I think it was Dean Johnshoy, who was the first
dean of student affairs. He asked me to come over and put in an application and
come over and talk to him, so I did.
Hewitt:

And when you came down that first time you mentioned, when we were
speaking before the interview, that you had some trouble finding the university
itself.

Carolyn: I certainly did. I had the address but that part of town was simply a pasture and
I couldn’t see any buildings that looked at all like a university. I did find some
people to ask and they also had no idea that there was a university anywhere in
the area. Finally, by just keeping on driving in the roads in that area, I saw two
buildings arising out of sand and decided that must be it. I went in and talked
to Dean Johnshoy.
Hewitt:

Now when did you actually start working at University of South Florida?

Carolyn: Well, it was just at the same time that the first students and the first classes
began.
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Hewitt:

So the fall of 1960, I guess that was?

Carolyn: Uh huh, I think it was. It was either 1960 or 1961.
Hewitt:

Where did you…I know there’s a College of Basic Studies originally that most
people taught in. When you were first hired what was your position and what
kinds of courses were you teaching?

Carolyn: I had what was called a joint appointment with the university counseling center
and the behavioral sciences in basic studies. Also, that next year, I did teach
a course in psychology, when they started offering some upper level courses.
So while I was there, I had always had an arrangement of doing appointment or
teaching and also working in the counseling center.
Hewitt:

Did you get many students, early on, who used the counseling center services?

Carolyn: Yes, we certainly did. The way that it worked out, there were to be two
counselors when the university opened, but the other counselor gave up the job
just before the year started. So I was the only member of the staff at the
counseling center and I was immediately very busy.
Hewitt:

At a brand new university, what kind of issues did students bring to the
counseling center?

Carolyn: They were primarily, in the beginning, vocational. There were not people
living there on campus so they were sort of things that you get connected with
the residence halls. But also at that time the faculty were eligible to come, and
so some of them did come. There were just the usual sorts of problems that
people have with living.
Hewitt:

Do you know if most universities start out their planning with a counseling
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center? It seems like one of those things that gets added on to a lot of places
after the university has been in progress. But it sounds like at USF, they
initiated it…
Carolyn: Yes they did. They did it from the first day. I’m not familiar enough with
others that have started to know whether that would be the usual thing. I think
it probably is because people would know that it was needed.
Hewitt: Well it sounds like it was needed; it sounds like you were kept pretty busy.
Now on the teaching side of your appointment, did you teach in basic studies
originally?
Carolyn: Yes, I taught in what I think remember being called behavioral sciences.
Human behavior, some such title.
Hewitt:

Now a lot of those courses were either interdisciplinary courses or team taught
courses, were you involved at all in developing courses from an
interdisciplinary perspective?

Carolyn: Well there were people that were doing that, I wasn’t on those particular
committees. I was more in the line of getting what the committee had decided
in regards to the course. It was true that we did do some team teaching and I
thought that was an interesting way to go about it. We also had the
opportunity in the beginning, to attend any courses that we had time to attend
so that we could see what was going on in other interdisciplinary areas.
Hewitt:

Did you ever find time to attend other courses, between the counseling center
and teaching?

Carolyn: I did go several times to one [course] that had to do with the arts, because I was
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interested in that. Also, the arts and psychology are very closely related so I
wanted to see whether they were doing anything with psychological insights,
like in drama.
Hewitt: Were they?
Carolyn: Yes, they were.
Hewitt: Now that’s interesting. I’m not sure that the psychology department and the
fine arts departments are very closely linked anymore, so it’s interesting.
Carolyn: No, they’re not. I have a friend that teaches at Eckerd College, where the
psychology department is in the arts department.
Hewitt: Really?
Carolyn: It’s not big enough, its possible.
Hewitt:

That’s fascinating. I assume that there probably weren’t many women faculty,
or women appointed to faculty or staff positions in those early years. Do you
have any memory of how many women there were; were there other faculty
women?

Carolyn: It seems to me that there were no more then 3 or 4, on the original faculty. I
remember going to the opening convocation--a roomful of men putting on
robes. But I did try to encourage female participation. I was on a committee
that had to do with hiring new faculty. They would sit and say, “Where can we
find a good man for this?,” and I would say “Or a woman”. I think that now the
ratio is much more even then it was then, there were very few then.
Hewitt:

Was there any attempt to recruit women or minorities specifically on that hiring
committee? Or was it more that given that it was a brand new university that
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people sort of hired in people they already knew?
Carolyn: I don’t think there was a particular effort to get women or minorities. I think
there was much more an effort to get…usually in any department there
wouldn’t have been more then one, or two, or three faculty so they would need
other people that had certain specialties to make the department a well-rounded
department. That was more of the emphasis than to have that particular gender
or minority.
Hewitt:

A lot of people have mentioned that in the early years at USF, that there was a
greater closeness among faculty, staff, and administrators, then there seems to
be after the university had grown much larger. And I’m wondering one, if you
recall sort of what feelings there were on campus in terms of the lines between
faculty and staff and administration. And two, whether being female amongst
mostly males would have made a difference in how comfortable the
atmosphere was?

Carolyn: Well I think there was more connections, for one thing simply because there
wasn’t more than the administration building and one classroom building in the
library, so everybody was in physical proximity and there were…if you
dropped into the copy room there would be people from various departments
there rather then now. I suppose you would just see people from your own
department. I don’t think there was any particular difference between the
faculty and the staff; I think that was pretty…still a pretty formal kind of
relationship.
Hewitt: Were there…
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Carolyn: I did know everybody’s first name…I did remember their faces.
Hewitt:

I don’t think anyone can say that now.

Carolyn: No one could say that.
Hewitt:

Were there any other committees that you were involved in, besides the
committee to hire faculty?

Carolyn: I was on a committee that had generally to do with developing studentpersonnel services.
Hewitt:

Was that involved with the counseling center directly, or was that in addition to
other sorts of services?

Carolyn: No, that was… as we got residence halls, we were going to need dorm
counselors and just generally about student life and when there’s a student
center what are we going to do? It was those committees that were so much
concerned with the future that you almost wondered what year it was because
you go to a committee and your planning ahead 10 years or you might be
talking about what’s going on now so it was kind of a never-neverland
atmosphere.
Hewitt:

Were any of the residence halls built before you left USF?

Carolyn: I think so, yeah…one or two. Before I left there certainly was a lot of
landscaping. Originally, there was only the inner courtyard of the
administration building that was green. The rest of it was just all brown sand. I
remember being impressed and how much work went into creating that
campus, as a place with grass and trees and walks and…
Hewitt:

How did they get sand to turn into grass? That actually must have been…
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Carolyn: No, they had to plant it. I was there when they had the opening convocation, I
think it was Leroy Collins; he came with his entourage of cars that were highly
patrolled. Anyway, seven or eight cars, they came roaring up to the…and this
was held outside of the administration building and all of us in robes were
covered with fine sand from these cars.
Hewitt:

Someone told me that the first day of registration there was a virtual hurricane
on campus.

Carolyn: There was, there was one. A tremendous hurricane. All the air conditioning
went out, and the lights and everything. That’s when we found some of the
disadvantages of having rooms that were inside and no windows.
Hewitt:

Well I guess while they maintained that architectural design throughout the
campus so they must have thought the advantages offset the disadvantages.

Carolyn: There were some funny things about that architecture. Once I had a class do
some brainstorming on how to keep dry in the classroom building because it
was built in such a way that the stairways and stuff…it would rain on you.
Hewitt:

Did they come up with any good ideas? Maybe we should get those on tape,
they could still be used.

Carolyn: I can’t remember, but I remember thinking about Sunland, at Gainesville, and
all the covered archways and how careful they were to keep the patients dry. At
USF they didn’t seem to care whether the students and faculty got soaked going
even inside the building.
Hewitt:

Were there sidewalks going through all this sand? I mean how did you actually
get around campus?
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Carolyn: Well there was just a sidewalk going into the library and into the classroom
building.
Hewitt:

And where was the library situated then? I assume that the library we now
have wasn’t built yet.

Carolyn: No, it was just near the administration building but there’s now a new library.
Hewitt:

Yeah I was going to say, in a brand new school like that, did the library… did
they actually have many books when you arrived at campus?

Carolyn: Well President Allen had been very insistent that the library was to be
developed before the school started. And so I think that he told us once that the
very first person he hired was a librarian. And so there really weren’t a lot of
books, of course there was a lot of requests for what books should we add to
the library in its first years, too. So it kept growing but it was an ongoing
proposition from the very beginning.
Hewitt:

Do you recall any involvement with the university book program? Several
people have told me that there used to be one book that was selected that
everyone on campus was supposed to read?

Carolyn: Well I guess I was oblivious to that. I didn’t do any such reading. I don’t
remember any program like that.
Hewitt:

In terms of, I guess, a more formal social life on campus, were there any events
that brought the faculty together? Either, I don’t know if they had cocktail
parties on campus then or if drinking on campus was restricted. But, were there
any kind of events where faculty, since there were so many brand new people
there, any attempts to get people together as a faculty group?
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Carolyn: Well, there wasn’t really a place to have a large group of people gathered.
There were groups that would be invited to President Allen’s home…I don’t
remember ever going to anything that was the whole faculty. I don’t think that
there was any, if there was any there, it wasn’t very much of it.
Hewitt:

So most of your contact was really at the coffee room or over lunch or…

Carolyn: Yes…right.
Hewitt: Were there actually places to eat on campus? Aside from places to get coffee.
Carolyn: I don’t think at first there was a place to eat.
Hewitt:

It doesn’t sound like it would’ve been a good area for a picnic either!

Carolyn: No, it wasn’t a good area for a picnic...for a time one floor of the library was a
place where the faculty could get some things to eat.
Hewitt:

You must have all been thin in those days.

Carolyn: Oh, I wasn’t very thin, I got pregnant very soon after I started work and that
was one distinction I had, I was the only pregnant woman on the faculty.
Hewitt:

Was there any concern about letting you teach while you were pregnant, or
serving the counseling center?

Carolyn: Nobody ever suggested that I wasn’t able to work.
Hewitt:

Was there any kind of leave policy in terms of being able to take time off to
have a child, or did you just hope it arrived over vacation or in the summer?

Carolyn: My child arrived very conveniently just after I had given a final exam.
Unfortunately, I had to read the exam while I was still in the hospital, which I
thought, was pretty dirty…but I did it. I Finished out the semester. I didn’t
even inquire if there was a leave policy because I just went back to work.
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Hewitt:

Were there any other women on campus, other faculty or staff, who were
pregnant? Do you remember?

Carolyn: I don’t remember there being any.
Hewitt:

I guess with more women now it is more likely to see. Well now you also see
a lot of students that are pregnant. Now there are a lot of older students and
evening students, coming back to school. Was your sense, thinking back on the
students that you had, were they a fairly diverse group or was it sort of a group
that was straight out of high school?

Carolyn: At first there were more just straight out of high school, just a few were older
students.
Hewitt:

Where there any special services, student services, or was there any thought for
special services for older students or over traditional aged students?

Carolyn: No, that was a requirement that came later. I think that there was some concern
that a lot of these students came from close-knit groups, like from Chamberlain
High School and King High School, and there was more talk of how can we get
them together to be USF students? And I don’t think that there were enough
students of an older age to develop something.
Hewitt: You mentioned trying to turn these students from various local high schools
into USF students. Since USF didn’t have intercollegiate sports, which a lot of
people see as kind of what school spirit is all about, do you remember any
kinds of programs they had to try and make students feel as though they had an
identity with the university?
Carolyn: Well it really was hard to come up with things like that. I think that the dean
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of the Men’s Office and the dean of the Women’s Office had more to do with
that then I did. But I know that they considered that was something that they
wanted to try to do. But it’s hard anyway on a commuter campus.
Hewitt:

Did they build parking lots early on in the midst of all this sand and building,
since it was a commuter campus?

Carolyn: Well yeah, there was one big parking lot.
Hewitt:

Did you actually have contact since the school was so small, did you actually
have any kind of regular or even irregular contact with people like President
John Allen or the people who were the upper echelons of the administration at
that time?

Carolyn: Well, President Allen used to drop into the copy room every once and awhile.
You’d see him there and you could talk with him. The deans were very
available; it was pretty much an open door policy. I can’t think of anything
else to answer to that.
Hewitt:

But they were, sort of, not so much shut off in separate offices but they did
mix more with…

Carolyn: No, it was easy access.
Hewitt:

One of the events in those early years, and several people have mentioned is
the visits of the John’s Committee to campus in the early 1960s. Did you have
any contact with the John’s Committee or any memories of that episode?

Carolyn: My memories of the John’s Committee are more connected with the University
of Florida. They came there and I remember how obnoxious, generally
speaking, they were. Seems to me that USF, what I knew about it, it was very
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minor compared to what it was in Gainesville.
Hewitt:

It must have been a shock to come from Gainesville, which looks like almost a
northern university town and campus, to USF which looks I guess more like at
least then must have looked more like a desert campus then anything else.

Carolyn: It was just so obviously like an embryo. Where as Gainesville was so
developed and so surrounded by rooming houses and all that sort of
thing. President Allen was very insistent that he wasn’t going to let that
happen at USF. So now USF has little factories…
Hewitt:

And fast food places. In the mission of the university that was drawn up in
those early years, there’s a lot of discussion about the importance of the urban
mission and the importance of community relations involvement with the
university. Since on your arrival at USF you couldn’t even find anyone in the
community who seemed to know where the university was actually located, did
you feel any push on the part of administrators or dean or other faculty or
whatever, to get involved in community organizations or community services?

Carolyn: Well I think from the first there was a suggestion that that would be a good
thing to do. As far as I was concerned, as I say I got pregnant and had a baby,
and I was pretty well taken up on just being on campus and being at home and I
didn’t get involved in community service activity. But I think a good many
of the faculty members did.
Hewitt:

Were any of the counseling services on campus open to the community, or was
that strictly for students and staff and faculty?

Carolyn: No there wouldn’t have been…there wasn’t a big enough staff.
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Hewitt:

You mentioned that when you first arrived there was supposed to be two
counselors but one didn’t arrive and so you were taking on the whole caseload.
Over the course of your years at USF, did the counseling center expand in
terms of personnel?

Carolyn: Yes, added I think it was two counselors that next year and then gradually to…I
think when I left there were six.
Hewitt:

So it was multiplying almost at the same rate as the faculty in that era then. I
actually don’t know how many counselors there are now, I sure couldn’t keep
multiplying at that rate.

Carolyn: They kept an arrangement of having the counselors also teaching so that
naturally in terms of counselor terms it would be three counselors rather then
six. But they felt the counselors would be more in touch with university life
if they were also teaching.
Hewitt:

Since, and I don’t know when this was actually developed but I assume some
time in the 1970s, the peer counseling office opened up where students would
counsel other students. Was there any use of the counseling center in that
period to train students in counseling or to use it in conjunction with
psychology classes?

Carolyn: Well, no, you see there wasn’t anything but just beginning psychology
classes. After a few years obviously we needed to do some peer counseling for
training. In the beginning it just couldn’t be done and also set up the operation.
Hewitt:

Now is the basic studies program in place the whole time that you taught at
USF? Was that still in place when you left or had it already started to break up
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into separate departments?
Carolyn: It had started to break up and the team teaching broke up pretty early too. It
just didn’t seem to work out practically.
Hewitt:

Did you have any sense of whether the changes in the curriculum were sort of
inevitable with the growth of the university or whether there was a real attempt
to sort of move away from the early ideal of basic liberal education toward
maybe more vocational oriented or professional oriented education?

Carolyn: Well, my personal opinion was that the courses that were at work with the
number of students coming in and the demand from them, for particular kinds
of vocational education, that you just couldn’t hold in a large university at the
size of liberal arts kind of education. And then there was a sort of hope that
maybe it could be saved for some of the students anyway. But when you start
hiring faculty due to a particular vocational course then you just don’t really
have the same situation as you would. The pattern ideally is kind of a group of
scholars in various arts and sciences that teach their subject matter. But if you
have people that want to learn engineering, then it’s not the kind of pattern that
you can use for their education.
Hewitt:

Do you know in terms of hiring, whether there really was an “Accent on
Learning” in the early years in terms of the attempt to hire people who were
Outstanding as teachers as opposed to people who were more oriented towards
research and scholarship?

Carolyn: Well, there was always a great deal of talk about Accent on Learning and there
were never any dearth of applicants for the position at the university, people
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wanted to come to Florida and teach in Florida. I think they tried to find the
best people they could find for the positions. You get constraints like what
salaries you can offer them then all works to coming up eventually with rather a
conventional sort of teaching structure. There was a proposal once at the
beginning to have just everyone who was teaching be on the same status, that
was to eliminate the professors, social professors and that sort of ranking. But
that very quickly came up against salary increases and, “If I want to transfer to
another university what do I tell them?.” That was abandoned.
Hewitt:

That’s interesting. It’s hard to imagine now ever moving back to that. It seems
like a lot of these things are the kind of things you can only do at a new
university.

Carolyn: Yes, and that was of course the thought that it would…maybe we could do
something new. But the push thing didn’t end up in the conventional stuff.
Hewitt: The 196’s were certainly widely known as an era of student rebellion, either
over civil rights, or women’s rights, or anti-war. Do you remember whether
students at USF were involved in any of those kinds of movements or was the
South, with a southern campus, sort of more quiet politically then maybe those
that got a lot of notice up north?
Carolyn: I think particularly in the first couple of years, there was very little of these
typical 1960s activity. Then I think it began to be shown right around campus.
I remember at first there would be debating committees like, “What should the
rules be in the student residence halls?.” After awhile there were just no rules in
the student residence halls and nobody would have thought of trying to impose
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any. So it was, at that time, it was a craze in local parentis as a university
relationship with parents to the students and after all that became entirely
passé. These students are independent adults and we can make regulations
about their coming to class and so on but not about their conduct.
Hewitt:

Was there any kind of dress code initially at USF, for either faculty or students?

Carolyn: I did attend a committee meeting where there was great talk about dress and
nobody could agree on anything and finally ended up saying you should dress
appropriately for the occasions. As far as I know that was the only dress code
that was ever pondered, which seemed kind of like a Solomon-like way of
ending. But the whole idea that there should be a dress code was part of this
local parentis thing.
Hewitt:

I know that the breweries were built across the street from USF, I guess fairly
early on or were already there when the university was founded. Was there
concern about students visiting the breweries or being influenced by having
breweries and Busch Gardens nearby?

Carolyn: No. The brewery, the Busch brewery did give us a welcoming party and it was
a lovely party. I think the students did go, the faculty too, especially Friday
afternoon to the Busch brewery.
Hewitt:

I guess that’s also when Busch Gardens was free in terms of entry fee?

Carolyn: Yes.
Hewitt:

Now it’s unlikely a student would go on a Friday afternoon unless they’re
wealthy or with faculty.

Carolyn: Oh no, there was no such attraction there as there is now.
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Hewitt:

Since you did have a child very early in your career at USF, how easy was it in
those days to try and balance childcare and teaching and working in the
counseling center? Were there any kinds of day care services or was it strictly
you running around trying to juggle all these things at once?

Carolyn: Well, I did a lot of running around. I had a nurse who came...I had two
children, actually. She would come and stay during the day and take care of the
children. Of course, I always felt like I was just going on the juggle principle. I
do what I’m doing and don’t worry about it. How much more is there to do at
home, until I get there then I’ll do that. So if you just tend to the ball you have
at hand, it seems to come out all right.
Hewitt:

Now you were married to another USF professor?

Carolyn: Well, he wasn’t a USF professor. He did become a USF professor. He was
doing some research at the faculty training center.
Hewitt:

I see. So you couldn’t juggle the baby back and forth with your alternative
class schedules or something?

Carolyn: No, he wasn’t available.
Hewitt:

Now you left USF in 1966 or ’67?

Carolyn: Yes, I think.
Hewitt:

Did you still continue any kind of connection with the university after that?

Carolyn: Well I’ve done adjunct teaching for about the past ten, fifteen years, so I’ve had
that connection.
Hewitt:

You must be one of the longest adjunct…

Carolyn: I’m sure that if there was an award for adjunct, or longevity, I might be eligible.
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Hewitt:

How different was the relationship of being an adjunct at USF to the
relationship of being a faculty? Was it a drastic change moving from one to the
other?

Carolyn: Well, certainly being an adjunct just primarily you teach your course and have
the contact with the students and not with the rest of the faculty or department
that much.
Hewitt:

Did you continue to work with the counseling center after you left?

Carolyn: No.
Hewitt:

And when you left USF, besides adjuncting for USF, what kind of other work
did you do in the community?

Carolyn: As far as my professional efforts dealing with clergy training programs for
some years. And I worked as a consultant at Tampa General Hospital in the
rehabilitation center there. I did some consultant work with the cerebral palsy
association. And then I’ve been doing private practicing for psychology. As
many years as I did it in adjunct…
Hewitt:

So it sounds like you kept juggling things after you left USF. It wasn’t that
you…you didn’t leave to relax.

Carolyn: I’m doing consulting work at a career center.
Hewitt:

Now you mention doing consulting work at Tampa General with their
rehabilitation program. Was there a program in rehabilitation counseling at
USF at that time?

Carolyn: No, not at that time. That was developed later.
Hewitt:

And have you ever taught at…did you teach at any of the branch campuses?
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Carolyn: Yes, that’s where I’ve been teaching as an adjunct. I’ve taught at all of them,
St. Pete, Sarasota, and Ft Myers.
Hewitt: And was that experience radically different from teaching at the Tampa
campus?
Carolyn: Well of course, they’re very small campuses and of course it is different. I’ve
found that the students on the branch campuses are eager to learn and
happy to see you come and wanting to get just much as they can out of the
teaching. Of course that makes it a delightful situation for a teacher.
Hewitt:

So there’s a reward for the traveling at least?

Carolyn: I’ve been fortunate that the teaching that I’ve done I’ve often seen students in
one class and then in another class, and then in another class, so I could follow
them around. It is very gratifying.
Hewitt:

Do you think that the students on the branch campuses have any realization that
you were an adjunct rather then a regular professor at USF, since they only
seem to see professors on the branch campuses once every two or three years,
sometimes they may not see the same person.

Carolyn: I don’t think that they…most of the students have any idea about what the
adjunct system is or why it is or much of anything about it.
Hewitt:

They’re just glad to see someone come, whatever their status or whatever their
position. Since you still remained in the community after you left USF, what
would you say looking back are the biggest changes that have occurred at the
university since those early years when you were on the hiring committee and
student affairs and in the counseling center and teaching at USF?
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Hewitt:

Well certainly the size of the student body and the size of the faculty. There’s
no longer any sort of intimacy about it, I’m sure. I think that the student body
is much more varied and much more mature, I guess I would say. It has so
many more student activities.

Hewitt:

I imagine that it seems, although I don’t have a lot of contact with the
counseling center, it seems as though the counseling services have expanded
enormously since those early days.

Carolyn: I went to a meeting that was held at the counseling center a couple of months
ago, and I was just astonished. They had a whole floor of a building and must
have had at least 15 or 20 people that were on the staff.
Hewitt:

See what you started! Well hopefully the other thing that’s changed is that now
if you came for an interview at University of South Florida hopefully people
would know where the university was.

Carolyn: It would be hard not to see it, if you could look through all the stuff that’s on
Fowler.
Hewitt:

That’s right, that’s true, you have more things in your way. Well, thank you
very much Dr. Pinkard for spending this time with us as part of the USF Silver
Anniversary Oral History Project.

Carolyn: Well you are quite welcome.
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